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1 Introduction
Work Package description
The requirement for the demonstration of Open ELS added value benefits was to:
•
•
•

Monitor uses that boost the economy in the domains more relevant for Open ELS
Use these to consider user interface requirements
Engage users (application developers) to determine use case examples for Open ELS

In particular, use case examples should focus on national, cross-border and pan-European use cases,
including the emergency use case in Nordic countries.
In consideration of these points, the task team identified a number of domains and selected use
cases where Open ELS would provide unique value to investigate examples and demonstrations
further.
This task involved close integration with a number of other tasks, mainly 4.2 (product and service
definition) and 4.4 (SME engagement).

Description of deliverables and results
The deliverables for this task are four use cases (three were required according to the grant
agreement).
•
•
•
•

Kris GIS Use Case
o Report provided, Annex 1
Copernicus Emergency Mapping Service (CEMS) Rapid Mapping
o Outline of use case, Annex 2.1
o Report on evaluation of services (demonstration), Annex 2.2
DG Justice, Land Registers Interconnect
o Outline of use case Annex 3
WestCor SME
o Outline of use case, Annex 4.1
o Video of demonstration, Annex 4.2

2 The Task
Identification of Domains (and Use Cases) with greatest potential to impact
The task team focused on domains where Open ELS has potential to add most value. That is cross
border (either a requirement for data that is directly crossing national boundaries or the same data
from multiple countries); where official up to date data is critical and/or where an open data licence
(or common licence) would lessen the barrier for the reuse of data.
One of two key domains identified was emergency planning and response. This has previously been
raised by members as an area for focus as there are few solutions which can offer up to date official
data (trusted) quickly. Two use cases were identified –regional (Kris GIS in the Nordic Region) and
pan-European (Copernicus Emergency Mapping Service).
The second domain identified was land and property. During task 4.2 in reviewing interest in themes
of data from users, the land and property sector was noted of being particularly interesting. Data on
Company Confidential
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boundaries of land ownership is only available from official sources of data, however this is not
always easily accessible to application developers or at a European level. In order to continue to
support an efficient digital market, access to this data is important.
It was agreed that the unique-ness of Open ELS to be able to provide this data (and the selection of
Cadastral Index Map, Address and Building data for Open ELS services) provided logic for this being a
second area of investigation during this task. Uses cases identified were both from a European
Commission perspective (development of the Land Registers Interconnect portal) and SMEs.
Unfortunately due to the maturity of solutions in this space it was not possible to integrate services
into business systems, however alternative demonstrations and proxies were used to aid
investigations on understanding the value added benefits.
It has been necessary within the scope of work and available resource to focus on these two specific
domains in detail, to provide a level of depth of understanding (narrow and deep, rather than wide
and shallow). In future, additional domains could be explored by any further work (particularly now
services are available fully at the end of the OpenELS project). For example, initial thought was given
to infrastructure and planning (including transportation, energy, utilities); defence use cases,
environmental (climate disaster mitigation for example); retail and other commercial applications. It
is believed there are a wide range of future uses, some of which will become more apparent as
services are released to the user community and SMEs.

Monitoring of key initiatives and opportunities
There was a key requirement to understand the availability of Open Data from EuroGeographics. In
the task, this has focussed on understanding and following the major areas of interest indicated
above (taking a perspective to monitor and understand the opportunity beyond a single use case), in
addition to wider recognition of other domains where Open ELS could add value.
Regular contact and discussions involving European Environment Agency (specifically regards
Copernicus Emergency Mapping Service and CORDA), DG Justice (Land Registers Interconnect);
EuroStat (policy activities, and use of Open ELS for analysis work); Joint research Centre (specifically
around the ELISE programme, INSPIRE and development of a pan-European Gazetteer) have all been
important in shaping the aim to be user focussed in the project approach.
At a regional level, regional networks were particularly helpful within the Nordic Emergency use case.
Engagement with the Nordic Kris GIS Group (a network of Nordic mapping, police and rescue
authorities) identified the use case for a search and rescue operation which formed the basis of the
work undertaken to demonstrate the added value benefits of Open ELS.
In addition, attendance at the DGI defence conference opened additional potential use case
opportunities from this sector, which could be further explored in any future work.
The SME engagement activities within Activity 4 have also contributed to being open to use cases
with new and establishing businesses - in particular in the Land and Property domain with
exploratory work with Realo and WestCor Global. Connection was made with the Geovation Hub in
London, to present and discover opportunities and interest in OpenELS at a “GeoMob” event
(targeted at start up and SMEs interested in location data).
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Exploring Use Case Demonstrations
A number of use cases were developed within the project, with four in particular explored in depth to
understand the potential through demonstration. These are documented in the Annexes to this
report, as previously referenced.
It is worth noting that the CEMS Rapid Mapping use case was identified and demonstrated for
potential benefits early in the project. This relied on existing test data services and provided valuable
insight not only on the value added benefits but also potential technical improvements to the user
experience which were considered in development work (noted in task 4.2 report). The other case
studies built on a greater understanding of the end services from OpenELS.
The combination and variety of use cases demonstrated is particularly powerful both in
understanding the range of benefits (from institutions to an SME) and in contributing to development
of other tasks in Activity 4 (such as the user interface in task 4.1 and product definitions in task 4.2).

3 Summary Conclusions
The key achievement of this task has been the identification and investigation of four use cases. This
is one more than initially envisaged in the task scope. Each of these investigations have allowed the
demonstration of the value added benefits of OpenELS to users (application developers) through
direct access to the services or through use of proxies (such as video demonstrations). This is
important as it’s allowed more detailed conversations than were previously possible. Information
discovered was valuable in the delivery of the Open ELS project outputs as a whole, and is also a
strong foundation for any future work.

Annex 1 – Kris GIS Use Case report
Annex 2.1 – CEMS Rapid Mapping Use Case Summary
Annex 2.2 – CEMS Rapid Mapping Use Case Report on evaluation of
services
Annex 3 – LRI Use case summary
Annex 4.1 – WestCor Global Use Case Summary
Annex 4.2 – WestCor Global Use Case Video Demonstration
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1 Introduction
This document describes the work that was done in Open ELS (European Location Services) task 4.5 “Demonstration of Open ELS value added and benefits”. The main result of the Open ELS Task 4.5
“Demonstration of Open ELS value added and benefits” include use case demonstrations that show
how Open ELS data can be valuable for different user groups. Also, the usefulness of use case was
evaluated by interviewing potential users.
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Use case 1: In case of Search and Rescue operation

2.1 Use case description
The first use case was picked to show how Open ELS data and other cross-border geographic data can
be necessary for planning search and rescue (SAR) operations. The Nordic Kris GIS group (a network
of Nordic mapping, police and rescue authorities) has identified this use case as an important
example that needs cross border spatial data. The scenario is that people have gone missing during a
storm on the border of Finland, Sweden and Norway. Cooperation between these countries is
needed in order to complete the mission effectively.
A demonstration application was developed for showing how geographic data about the terrain, built
environment or services can be of great help when planning a rescue operation (Figure 1). This
application was created utilizing the ELS Showcase Application (https://demo.locationframework.eu/)
that is a geoportal service for viewing ELS data in the web browser. This kind of application could be
further developed to help sharing up-to-date information between multiple authorities.

Figure 1. The demonstration application and web page.
The demonstration application has ELF Topographic basemap in the background, which is a
harmonized basemap of Europe. On the map there are sightings of missing people, their descriptions,
and areas that have already been searched. These are made up. Various additional data layers of e.g.
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hiking routes, wilderness huts, buildings (Open ELS data), aerial images, rivers or elevation are
available (Table 1, Figure 2 and 3).
The demonstration application also allows searching place names (enabled by Open ELS Geolocator
service), measuring distances or areas, and checking coordinates. Topographic basemaps of Norway
and Finland can also be enabled for more detailed information of the terrain (Figure 4).

Figure 2. This example map view includes data about the missing persons, terrain, hiking routes and
wilderness huts.
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Figure 3. Open ELS buildings on top of aerial imagery. The attributes of the buildings can be examined.

Figure 4. Topographic basemaps of Norway and Finland are quite different, but provide a detailed
overview of the terrain. Based on the user interviews the lack of harmonization isn’t considered as a
problem.
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Table 1. Data used in the demonstration application.
Layer name

Data provider

More information

ELF Topographic Basemap

European Location Services

http://openels.eu/

ELF Administrative Basemap

European Location Services

http://openels.eu/

Buildings

European Location Services

http://openels.eu/

Place names and addresses
(Geolocator)

European Location Services

http://openels.eu/

Missing persons

-

Synthetic data

Searched areas

-

Synthetic data

Hiking route info points

Kartverket

http://norgeskart.no

Hiking routes

Kartverket

http://norgeskart.no

Wilderness huts

The University of Jyväskylä

http://lipas.cc.jyu.fi/lipas/

Rivers

HELCOM

http://www.helcom.fi

Administrative boundaries

HELCOM

http://www.helcom.fi

Elevation

United States Geological
Survey & HELCOM

https://lta.cr.usgs.gov
http://www.helcom.fi

Ortoimagery

The National Land Survey of
Finland

https://www.maanmittauslaitos.fi/

Topographic Basemap
(Norway)

Kartverket

http://norgeskart.no

Topographic Basemap
(Finland)

The National Land Survey of
Finland

https://www.maanmittauslaitos.fi/
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3 User interviews
We identified the national search and rescue authorities and volunteers involved in search and
rescue operations to be potential users for this kind of a rescue application. To evaluate the
relevance of the use case we interviewed Senior Rescue Officer Rami Ruuska (Finnish Ministry of the
Interior), coordinator Sami Suomalainen (Finnish Emergency Response Centre Agency) and
Applications manager Anders Lassi (Swedish National Police Board).
In the interview sessions, we first discussed how information is currently shared between the
countries. Then we discussed the use case and the demonstration application. Finally, we discussed
the need for open European geospatial data more widely.

3.1

Current situation and collaboration

In Finland police is the responsible authority in search and rescue operations. International
cooperation is done - especially in the eastern and northern border areas of Finland, as well as in the
marine areas. The Finnish Emergency Response Centre communicates with other response centres of
the neighbouring countries (Sweden, Norway, Russia). Also, the police communicates with the
authorities of the neighbouring countries. Communication between the authorities is mainly done on
telephone. There is no common data system between authorities in Finland and neighbouring
countries.
The Emergency Response Centre receives emergency calls from abroad every week as the calls from
border areas are connected to the Finnish network. This information has to be communicated to the
corresponding authority.
Also in Sweden the police is responsible for search and rescue operations. Paper maps are involved in
planning the operations and allocation of the search areas.

3.2 Comments about data
Data that is included in the demonstration application was considered suitable for managing the
operations on a broad level. However, more detailed data would be needed for the actual operation
in the field.
The interviewed persons found that the geographical coverage is highly important for the usefulness
of the data. In the search and rescue operations the priority is in the neighbouring countries but data
from other countries is also sometimes needed. For the Emergency Response Centre, an area of 50
km from the Finnish border is the most important.
The main competitors to the solution are commercial web map services (i.e. Google Maps) and
mobile map applications. Google Maps is used for example searching place names. A commercial
mobile map application has been used by Finnish firemen during an operation in Sweden.
In all 3 interviews it was mentioned that the data doesn’t have to be identical (harmonised) for each
country. For example the basemap could look different and still be highly useful. The availability of
diverse spatial data is the most important thing for the users.
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3.3

Comments about Open ELS data

Open ELS products include regional geographic names, cadastral index map, addresses, buildings and
transport networks (road & rail). All of these Open ELS products were seen useful for rescue
authorities and Emergency Response Centre. Based on the interviews topographic maps are essential
in search and rescue operations. The level of detail should be at the same level as in Finnish
topographic maps (scale 1:5000). The place name and address search (Geolocator) would be used if it
were better than commercial solutions available on the internet. Also the buildings, transport
network and addresses are important for the users in general.
Open ELS data could be integrated in the existing data systems used by the Emergency Response
Centre and other authorities. The data would be downloaded and used locally rather than used from
web services, because some systems and situations don’t allow reliable connectivity to web services.

3.4

Benefits

The interviewed persons saw that the benefits of applications of this kind (if it was developed
towards a productional IT system) would be:
●
●
●
●

Faster response times
Better cooperation between authorities
More proficient work
Emergency calls are more easily handled

Sami Suomalainen mentioned that Swedish data is already integrated in the information system by
Finnish Emergency Response Centre Agency. This has been seen very useful.

3.5

Conclusion of the interviews

All in all open cross-border geospatial data is seen very important for search and rescue operations
but also for other tasks of rescue authorities. The data would be mainly integrated in the existing
information systems used by the authorities. New application for one purpose is not seen reasonable,
so the demonstration application as such wasn’t seen needed. This use case was still seen realistic. All
of the data should be easy to integrate to the systems that are used. Especially topographic data is
seen important in many rescue use cases.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is aimed at summarising the main outcomes of the evaluation of ELS download service
from the CEMS perspective
The evaluation is based on two main activities:
•
•

an analysis of the ELS platform/documentation (Section 5);
practical exercises carried out in QGIS (Section 6), targeting 3 themes (settlement,
hydrography and administrative boundaries) over 8 areas of interest (AOIs) in 4 different
countries.

The main recommendations deriving from the analysis of the outcomes of the aforementioned
activities are summarised below.
Analysis of the ELS platform/documentation
• [R1] The ELS download service availability tool (including interactive spatial search
currently not available), the metadata and underlying data model information should be
accessible from a centralised platform/tool to streamline the data query process.
• [R2] The metadata should be available at theme and country level rather than grouped at
WFS service level, e.g. to easily understand the reference period/update of a specific
theme.
• [R3] The relevance for the Copernicus Services of the completeness/update of specific
thematic fields should be properly communicated to the NMCAs, that should be
encouraged to prioritise the population of this information (even when defined as
voidable).
Practical exercises carried out in QGIS
• [R4] From the client perspective it would be useful to have the same feature limit for each
country.
• [R5] It would be indeed beneficial, if existing WFS client solutions are not fitting the ELS
user requirements, to develop an ad-hoc ELS access plug-in providing more detailed
warning messages (e.g. too many features) and including an operational WFS 2.0 based
workflow ensuring that all the features over a selected areas are properly and completely
downloaded.
• [R6] Otherwise, if existing WFS client solutions are fitting the ELS user requirements, a
detailed and update step-by-step User Guide should be provided for each suggested GIS
Desktop Client, to ensure a proper and streamlined access the ELS download services.
• [R7] The schema repository should be kept updated and most probably ingested during
the WFS 2.0 access to correctly parse the complex XML schemas (also to address the data
model heterogeneity issue for the same themes in different countries).
As far as the potential impact on the Rapid Mapping workflow is concerned, in addition to
remarking the crucial importance of the actual coverage and completeness of the ELS services, it
is stressed that the technical workflow to properly access the ELS download services in a GIS
desktop client shall be tested and consolidated before the possible integration in an operational
Copernicus Service, considering the issues encountered during the tests (nevertheless, in terms of
time performance the ELS download service are meeting the CEMS requirements).
5
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2. INTRODUCTION
One of the main cross-cutting issue highlighted in the State of Play of the Copernicus In Situ
Component 2017 (SoP) Report (Issue 0.9 dated 20/12/2017, Section 4.1) is related to the access to
existing national in-situ data, including cartographic data produced by National Mapping and
Cadastre Agencies (NMCA). The main issues are related to the timeliness of data access (when
allowed) as well as to the lack of harmonized data models, with a higher priority on the settlement
theme that turned out to be the requirement with the higher criticalities.
One of the proposed recommendations (Section 4.4) is to examine ongoing initiatives at EU level in
order to assess the operational value of existing solutions with respect to Copernicus in situ
requirements. Such initiatives include the European Location Framework (ELF 2) project and the
future European Location Services (ELS 3), to enable access to harmonised NMCA data in crossborder applications, building on the existing work of the INSPIRE Directive.
In this framework EEA and representatives from the Lot2 Spatial Data Themes consultant
consortium (specifically e-GEOS and ITHACA) participated to the Copernicus KEN (CoKEN 4) meeting
held in Bruxelles on December, 5th 2017.
One of aim of the Workshop was to consider issues and solutions of how EuroGeographics and its
members can support Copernicus activities and develop some next steps with the support of the
EEA. The European Location Services (ELS) were mentioned as an operational solution to provide
the single access point for international users of harmonised (INSPIRE compliant), pan-European,
authoritative geospatial information and services.
Therefore EEA decided to evaluate ELS in its current state of development with a specific focus on
the CEMS Rapid Mapping perspective and asked ITHACA and e-GEOS to carry out an initial
assessment, also considering the previous experience in the ELF project and the current roles as
CEMS Rapid Mapping service provider 5.
This report is aimed at detailing the main outcomes of the evaluation of ELS download service
from the CEMS perspective, describing the adopted evaluation approach and discussing the
results, including any possible recommendation deemed useful to improve the usability and
efficiency of the ELS services.

2

http://www.elfproject.eu/

3

http://www.eurogeographics.org/news/towards-future-european-location-services

http://www.eurogeographics.org/content/emken-emergency-mapping. The CoKEN organized by EuroGeographics (the membership
association and acknowledged voice of the European National Mapping, Cadastre and Land Registry Authorities) is the knowledge
exchange network (an open forum for discussing good practice and issues of mutual interest) aiming to support developments of services
of European Earth observation programme Copernicus by arranging and/or facilitating access to reference in-situ data from National
Mapping and Cadastral Agencies (NMCAs)
4

ITHACA was involved in the ELF project in the use case work-package, with the goal to evaluate the possible benefits derived by the use
of datasets distributed through the ELF platform and its functionalities in emergency mapping activities. e-GEOS is leading the CEMS
Rapid Mapping Service Provider consortium

5
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3. OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of this first evaluation is to verify if and to what extent the current ELS solution
fits the CEMS Rapid Mapping requirements in terms of access to EU NMCA in-situ data.
According to section 4.1 and 4.4 of the SoP report, the evaluation specifically address the following
topics:
•

•

ELS download services access timeliness and technical constraints: most of the datasets
require special authorisation and/or human interaction in order to access them. This
usually takes up too much time with respect to the CEMS requirements, rendering these
valuable datasets de facto unusable. Granting streamlined and timely access to reference
data is of paramount importance for the effectiveness of these services, exploiting standard
WEB Services and allowing interactive spatial search and query tools to easily identify the
available data groups (including their level of detail and the space/time coverage).
Data model: identifying, ingesting and harmonising national datasets into service
component databases is a complex task that cannot be carried out in a Rapid Mapping
framework. The consequence of this gap is that Copernicus service providers are often
forced to build (where feasible) ad-hoc ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) procedures on a
country-by-country basis in order to take advantage of authoritative datasets that may be
available for these territories. The use of a common data model at EU level (INSPIRE
compliant) would avoid a similar time-consuming task

The evaluation will not focus on:
•

•

ELS Download Service Coverage: it was already clearly demonstrated 6 that “the benefits of
the ELF services on specific emergency mapping activities heavily depends on the
completeness (as well as on their level of detail and update) of NMCA datasets/themes
available as ELF download services”. The evaluation will therefore verify the current
coverage (in terms of number of themes and countries) just for information purposes.
Data policy: being the focus on the CEMS service, an agreement 7 granting access to NMCA
datasets for CEMS services is currently in place.

6

“D 7.1: Emergency Mapping – Comparison protocol and exercise”, ELF Project Deliverable

7

http://www.eurogeographics.org/news/rapid-access-authoritative-maps-emergency-services-agreed-international-conference
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4. APPROACH
The adopted approach is to carry out an evaluation of the ELS services through dedicated analyses
and exercises aimed at verifying the availability and fitness for use of the following functionalities:
1. detailed information and metadata about the adopted data model (schema), to easily
understand in advance where to retrieve the required information, avoiding timeconsuming ad-hoc data model mapping activities in near real time;
2. interactive spatial search and query tools to easily identify the available themes (including
their level of detail and the space/time coverage) over a specific area of interest;
3. standard Web Services that meet the specific service requirement (i.e. download rather
than view services over a specific area of interest with reliable 24/7/365 availability)
consumed through desktop GIS software (e.g. QGIS Desktop);
4. the completeness of the thematic information (with respect to the underlying schema),
focusing on the information required by the CEMS Rapid Mapping portfolio, including the
date of production;
The tests will be based on:
• an analysis of the ELS platform/documentation for points 1 and 2 (Section 5);
• practical exercises carried out in QGIS for points 3 and 4 (Section 6), targeting 3 themes
(settlement, hydrography and administrative boundaries) over 8 areas of interest (AOIs)
in 4 different countries (to be adjusted and confirmed on the basis of the ELS download
services availability 8).
This report summarises the results of the evaluation through summary tables, graphics and an
analysis of the ELS download services access operational workflow, e.g.:
• analysis of thematic information available with respect to the underlying schema,
highlighting the information mandatory for CEMS Rapid Mapping (Paragraphs 6.1.x)
• ELF download service access workflow, highlighting critical steps, bottleneck and open
technical issues (Section 6, paragraph “Discussion”)
• INSPIRE themes (by Country) covered by ELS with respect to the analysed themes (Section
5.2), relevant from the CEMS Rapid Mapping perspective
Furthermore, this report includes:
• Section 7, focused on a qualitative comparison of the current CEMS Rapid Mapping
production set-up versus an ELS-based set-up, also exploiting the previous activities
carried out in the framework of the ELF project
• an executive summary (Section 1) will briefly present the current status of ELS with respect
to the CEMS Rapid Mapping requirements and any issue deemed critical to make it
operational.

8

https://demo.locationframework.eu/updatecapabilities/
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5. ANALYSIS OF THE ELS PLATFORM/DOCUMENTATION
5.1. Information and Metadata

The analysis of information and metadata about the adopted ELS data model (schema) is needed
to easily understand in advance where to retrieve the information required for the CEMS service,
avoiding time-consuming ad-hoc data model mapping activities in near real time.
As mentioned in the “Release Notes” document, all the services are INPISRE 4.0 (except for Belgium
which is still in INSPIRE3.0 schema). EGG is asking all the NMCA to move to INSPIRE4.0 schemas: for
this reason the evaluation will focus only on services based on the schema version 4.0, which are
the ones accessible through a customised URL, similar to:
• https://security.locationframework.eu/wss/service/Cascading/httpauth/licid-UUID
This is also in line with the fact that the INSPIRE community “agreed in the MIG-T 9 that after April
2016, only the new versions of the schemas (i.e. v4.x for most schemas) will be maintained”.
The only exception is related to the services from Czech Republic, currently not in cascading service
(specific national services URLs for each theme).
As pointed out in the “User Guide” documentation, data specification and data models can be
found at:
• http://elfproject.eu/documentation/specification/elf-data-specifications
• The ELF data specification is conformant with [ISO 19131] and follows closely the
INSPIRE Data Specification template.
• http://www.elfproject.eu/documentation/specification/elf-data-model
• The ELF data model and the application schemas strongly build upon the INSPIRE
specifications and constitute a scale-independent data model.
The ELF data model inherits completely the INSPIRE data model version 4.0 for the selected INSPIRE
themes, but also expands it. An ELS repository for application schemas and codelists is therefore
required and accessible at: http://www.locationframework.eu/schemas.
The HTML version of the ELS Data Model is available at:
http://www.locationframework.eu/documentation/specification/uml/
The evaluation will target the themes and related schemas summarised in the next sections.

9

INSPIRE Maintenance and Implementation sub-group focusing on technical aspects

9
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5.1.1. Annex I – Hydrography (PhysicalWaters, surface waters)

The test will focus on the following features types:
• Watercourse (e.g. rivers, streams)
• Standing Water (e.g. pools, lakes)
• Wetland (a poorly drained or periodically flooded area)
The main fields of interest (which are unfortunately all defined as Voidable) in the rapid mapping
context are:
• BeginLifespanVersion (voidable): Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was
inserted or changed in the spatial data set, which is important to understand the update of the
feature (the reference time period should generally be not older than 3 years from the analysed
event).
• GeographicalName (voidable): a geographical name that is used to identify a hydrographic
object in the real world, usually displayed as label in the CEMS raster maps.
• localType (voidable): provides 'local' name for the type of feature, e.g. channel, ditch, swamp,
which is required to correctly identify categories that need to be displayed with different
symbols in the CEMS products.
10
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5.1.2. Annex I –AdministrativeUnits

The test will focus on the following features types:
• AdministrativeBoundary, a line of demarcation between administrative units which is displayed
on the CEMS products
• AdministrativeUnit, which is exploited to label the proper Official national geographical name
of the administrative unit
The main fields of interest (defined as not voidable) in the rapid mapping context are:
• Country: two-character country code according to the Interinstitutional style guide published
by the Publications Office of the European Union.
• NationalLevel: the hierarchy levels of all adjacent administrative units this boundary is part of.
• Name: official national geographical name of the administrative unit, given in several languages
where required.

11
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5.1.3. Annex III - Buildings (Core 2D)

The test will focus on the following features types:
• Building
The main fields of interest (which are unfortunately all defined as Voidable) in the rapid mapping
context are:
• BeginLifespanVersion (voidable): date and time at which this version of the spatial object
was inserted or changed in the spatial data set, which is important to understand the
update of the feature (the reference period is generally < 3 years from the analysed event).
• CurrentUse (voidable): no details found on the on-line documentation. The definition from
the Inspire registry 10 is “values indicating the current use”. This information is required to
correctly identify categories that need to be displayed with different symbols in the CEMS
products.

10

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue
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Concerning the service metadata, they can be viewed on the ELF Project Showcase Application
(https://demo.locationframework.eu/), as indicated in the User Guide.
The ELS cascading download service (WFS) metadata are not related to each theme but are grouped
at scheme level: this can be critical for some metadata that should be clearly theme and country
dependent (i.e. the temporal information, which is in fact not filled).

5.2. Service availability
As for the spatial search and query tools, needed to easily identify the available themes (including
their level of detail and the space/time coverage) over a specific area of interest, currently two ELS
tools are available, as detailed in the “User Guide” document (section 7):
1. A dynamic URL listing:
• the available feature types
• the covered countries
• the applied schema (4.0, 3.0, 1.0)
• the maximum number of features that can be requested through a WFS download
service (in square brackets 11)
The following table shows the ELS service availability of the evaluated feature types as of
03/05/2018:
Nbr
6

Feature type
au:AdministrativeBoundary

7

au:AdministrativeUnit

8

bu-core2d:Building

9

bu:Building

10

bu:BuildingPart

19

elf-au:AdministrativeUnit

20
52

elfau:AdministrativeUnitArea
hy-p:StandingWater

53

hy-p:Watercourse

54

hy-p:Wetland

Namespace
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/schema
s/au/4.0
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/schema
s/au/4.0
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/schema
s/bu-core2d/4.0
urn:xinspire:specification:gmlas:Buildings
:3.0
urn:xinspire:specification:gmlas:Buildings
:3.0
http://www.locationframework.eu/
schemas/AdministrativeUnits/1.0
http://www.locationframework.eu/
schemas/AdministrativeUnits/1.0
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/schema
s/hy-p/4.0
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/schema
s/hy-p/4.0
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/schema
s/hy-p/4.0

Countries[CountDefault]
FI[15000] SE[15000] NO[10000] FR[5000] ES[0]
IS[15000] CZ[0]
FI[15000] SE[15000] NO[10000] FR[5000] ES[0]
LV[700] IS[15000] CZ[0] LT[1000] NL[1000]
FI[15000] NO[10000] FR[5000]
ES[0]
ES[0]
DK[10000]
DK[10000]
FI[1000] SE[15000] NO[10000] DK[10000] FR[5000]
ES[0] IS[15000] CZ[0]
FI[1000] SE[15000] NO[10000] DK[10000] FR[5000]
ES[0] IS[15000] CZ[0]
SE[15000] DK[10000] ES[0] IS[15000]

ELS download service availability of the evaluated feature types (as of 03/05/2018,
https://demo.locationframework.eu/updatecapabilities/updatecapabilities.html)

11

It is not clear the meaning of [0] values as feature limit
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2. A map representation showing the service availability of connected services is available at:
http://elf-servicemap.spatineo.com/
3.
For information purposes, the current (as of 09/05/2018) coverage on the analysed themes
is shown in the following table.
Theme

No. of
Countries

Administrative Units

7

Building

4

Hydrography
(Physical Waters)

5

Availability Map

ELS download service availability (analysed themes) as of 09/05/2018
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5.3. Main Outcomes and Recommendations I
From an end-user perspective, it is not straightforward/user-friendly to understand which themes
are available for a specific area of interest, including the related metadata and the underlying
schema/model, since this requires the use of different tools (which seems to be misaligned, e.g. the
service availability map for Buildings where Norway is not flagged vs the updated capabilities list
where Norway is listed) and the information needs to be interpreted (e.g. the differences between
the features types bu-core2d:Building vs bu:Building or au:AdministrativeUnit vs elf- au:
AdministrativeUnit are not clear/referenced).
The access to the underlying data model information is quite time consuming and it is accessible
through different URLs. Linking the data model details of a specific theme to the related metadata
would mitigate this issue and streamline the discovery process.
Concerning the data model, the features information (attributes) relevant for the CEMS service are
present but unfortunately most of them are flagged as “Voidable”.
The following recommendations are therefore suggested:
• [R1] The ELS download service availability tool (including interactive spatial search
currently not available), the metadata and underlying data model information should be
accessible from a centralised platform/tool to streamline the data query process.
• [R2] The metadata should be available at theme and country level rather than grouped at
WFS service level, e.g. to easily understand the reference period/update of a specific
theme.
• [R3] The relevance for the Copernicus Services of the completeness/update of specific
thematic fields should be properly communicated to the NMCAs, that should be
encouraged to prioritise the population of this information (even when defined as
voidable).

15
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6. ELS WEB SERVICES ACCESS TEST: QGIS
Practical ELS download services access exercises have been carried out with the main goals to:
• test standard Web Services that meet the specific service requirement (i.e. download
rather than view services over a specific area of interest with reliable 24/7/365 availability)
consumed through desktop GIS software;
• evaluate the completeness of the thematic information (with respect to the underlying
schema), focusing on the information required by the CEMS Rapid Mapping portfolio.
As advised in the ELS User Guide, the tests have been carried out in QGIS targeting 3 themes
(settlement, hydrography and administrative boundaries) over 8 areas of interest (AOIs) in 4
different countries (identified according to the ELS download services availability 12 as well as the
list reported in the Release Notes document). Being the focus on the CEMS service, the AOIs have
been extracted from archive Rapid Mapping activations 13 in the 4 selected countries, to ensure
typical extents are analysed. The specific countries and areas that have been identified are shown
in the following figure and detailed in the next table.

Overview of the target areas used to test the ELS download services

12

https://demo.locationframework.eu/updatecapabilities/

13

http://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-of-activations-rapid
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Country
Czech Republic
France
Norway
Sweden

ID
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

Area of Interest
Lovosice
Brandys
Haute Corse Detail
Vernon
Lillestrom
Arendal
Ruda
Virsbo

Doc. ID: EG-RPT-EEA-SC2-0045
Issue: 1.0
Date: 11/05/2018

CEMS RM activation – AOI ID
EMSR045 – AOI01
EMSR045 – AOI05
EMSR252 – AOI02
EMSR265 – AOI25
EMSR089 – AOI01
EMSR251 – AOI02
EMSR009 – AOI03
EMSR096 – AOI01

List of countries, areas of interest and related CEMS activation

In the User guide it is suggested to use QGIS as GIS desktop client (due to known issues with ESRI
ArcGIS currently under investigation), installing QGIS 2.18.2 (which is available from
https://qgis.org/downloads/ rather than from https://download.qgis.org as detailed in the User
Guide).
The available higher version, also suggested, is QGIS 3.0, but unfortunately no WFS2.0 Client plugin
is available for this version and the native WFS support doesn’t allow to use the requested settings,
i.e. “Use current extent” and “Set maximum n. of features”.
It has to be highlighted that using a different previous version of QGIS (namely 2.18.17) leads to
critical issues in the downloaded attributes tables (different number of fields)
The instructions provided in the User Guide resulted to be incomplete and an addendum was sent
by EuroGeographics on 29/03/2018, detailing the settings to be used for the WFS 2.0 Client plugin,
as shown in the next figure.

Suggested settings of the QGIS Plugin “WFS 2.0 Client”
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6.1. Access tests results
6.1.1. Czech Republic - AOI 1 – Lovosice
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
listed in the next table and shown in the next figure. It has to be noted that this service is currently
not in ELS WFS cascading service (specific national services URLs for each theme).
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
4612 +
7803

AOI fully
covered
Yes

Building

Building

INSPIRE 4.0

bu:core2d:building

Point

156 +
183

Yes

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
N/A

6
191
70
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A

Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polyline

173

Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

Polygon

53

Yes

Notes
Max. number of
features reached. AOI
split in 2 tiles
Max. number of
features reached. AOI
split in 2 tiles

Feature type not
available in the
Country

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over Czech Republic – AOI 1

ELS vector data downloaded over Czech Republic - AOI 1
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While downloading the building feature type, two main issues were encountered:
• The number of building features in the area is greater than the WFS service feature limit.
As consequence, the downloaded features are not covering the whole AOI and it is
necessary to “split” the AOI in smaller tiles with a trial and error approach. An advantage
of this specif service is that rather then displaying a generic warning message, a specific
warning is returned, i.e. “Requested are too large!”
• Sometimes (depending on the AOI size) building are downloaded also as point features
(not always overlapping to the polygon features and with a different numerosity) with a
different data model with respect to the polygon features.
As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrogra
phy

Building

Feature
Type

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Fields of interest

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

14

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

N/A

Polygon

30

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes (different
name 14)/Yes

Polygon
Polyline

27
27

StandingWater

Polygon

28

Yes/Yes

WetLand

Polygon

N/A

Building

Polygon

76

N/A
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
No
Yes (different
name 15)/Yes
(partial)
Yes (different
name 16)/Yes
(only 1!)
N/A
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

WaterCourse
WaterCourse

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes

Building

Point

76

Yes/Yes

(present/filled)
No
No
No
N/A

Yes/Yes 17
Yes/Yes
(partial) 18

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over Czech Republic – AOI 1

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• The availability of a complete classification of the building (polygon) current use, required
to properly group the settlement features in categories.
• The partial lack of hydrography “Geographical Names” that can’t therefore be fully labelled
on the maps.

14

Field “text”

15

Field “text”

16

Field “text”

17

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue

18

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue
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The lack of hydrography “Types”, which don’t allow a the hydrography features to be
properly symbolised.
The presence of local names for national levels may be useful to fine-tune the CEMS map
products.
The presence of field with unexpected names, most probably due to WFS2.0 QGIS plugin
issue (complex XML schema parsing error), which require an additional thorough analysis
of the attribute table to identify the required fields.

The geometric accuracy, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded features to ESRI
Word Imagery, is good (see figures below). The completeness fits with the CEMS requirements, yet
some missing building on the whole area are detected (figure below, centre). The location and
content of the building point features is not clear (figure below, right).

Geometric completeness and accuracy (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded features over Czech Republic
– AOI 1

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common issues – i.e. Null geometries, Multi
parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect – didn’t highlight any topological error.

20
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6.1.2. Czech Republic - AOI 2 - Brandys
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
listed in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
2871

AOI fully
covered
Yes

Building

Building

INSPIRE 4.0

bu:building

Point

113

Yes

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
N/A

24
956
556
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A

Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polyline

448

Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

Polygon

106

Yes

Notes
Feature downloaded
splitting the AOI in sub
tiles
Feature content not
clear

Feature type not
available in the
Country

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over Czech Republic – AOI 2

ELS vector data downloaded over the Czech Republic - AOI 2

While downloading the building feature type, two main issues were encountered:
• The number of building features in the area is greater than the WFS service feature limit.
As consequence, it was necessary to “split” the AOI in tiles, yet the reduction or change of
21
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the AOI extent leads to the message “Requested are too large!”. The consequence related
to this issue is that the buildings were downloaded only on a small portion of AOI and in
the same area could be incomplete.
•

Sometimes (depending on the AOI size) building are downloaded also as point features (not
overlapping to the polygon features and with a different numerosity) with a different data
model with respect to the polygon features.

As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrogra
phy

Building

Feature
Type

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Fields of interest

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

14

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

N/A

Polygon

30

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes (different
name 19)/Yes

Polygon

27

WaterCourse

Polyline

27

Yes/Yes

StandingWater

Polygon

28

Yes/Yes

WetLand

Polygon

N/A

Building

Polygon

76

N/A
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
Yes (different
name 20)/ No
Yes (different
name 21)/Yes
(partially)
Yes (different
name 22)/Yes
(partially)
N/A
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

WaterCourse

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Building

Point

76

Yes/Yes

(present/filled)
No
No
No
N/A

Yes/Yes
(partially) 23
Yes/Yes
(partially) 24

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over Czech Republic – AOI 2

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• A nearly complete classification of the building current use.
• The partial lack of hydrography “Geographical Names” (different field name used “text”),
that can’t therefore be fully labelled on the maps.

19

Field “text”

20

Field “text”

21

Field “text”

22

Field “text”

23

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue

24

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue
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The lack of hydrography “Types”, which don’t allow a the hydrography features to be
properly symbolised.
A partial presence of the Administrative Unit “Geographical Name” (different field name
used “text”).

The geometric accuracy and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded
features to Bing imagery, is rather good (see figures below). The completeness of the building
features can’t be evaluated due to the impossibility to download all the building features on the
whole area of interest. The location of the building point features is indeed not clear. The
hydrographic features are well connected and generating a logic drainage pattern.

Geometric completeness and accuracy (qualitative evaluation) of
downloaded features over Czech Republic– AOI 2

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common issues – i.e. Null geometries, Multi
parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect – do not highlight any notable issues for the CEMS purposes.
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6.1.4. France - AOI 3 - Haute Corse Detail
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
listed in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building
Building

Building
Building

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon
Point

No. of
features
3800
24

AOI fully
covered
Yes
Yes

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
N/A

N/A
295
N/A
N/A

N/A
Yes
N/A
N/A

Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polyline

34

Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

Polygon

22

Yes

Notes
Feature content not
clear
Not present in the AOI
Not present in the AOI
Feature type not
available in the
Country

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over France – AOI 3

ELS vector data downloaded over France – AOI 3

While downloading the Standing Water feature type, the warning message “No features returned!”
stressed that no features are present in the specific AOI. This highlight the importance of detailed
error messages.
24
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As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Feature
Type

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrography

Building

Geomet
ry
Type

No.
Fields

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

12

Polygon

168

WaterCourse
WaterCourse

Polygon
Polyline

N/A
39

StandingWater
WetLand

Polygon
Polygon

N/A
N/A

Building

Polygon

43

Building

Point

43

Fields of interest
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unpopulated 25
(all)
Yes/Unpopulated 27
(all)
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
N/A
Yes/Unpopulated 30
(all)
N/A
N/A
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unpopulated 32
(all)
Yes/Unpopulated 34
(all)

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes (with
errors, all 26)
Yes/Yes 28

N/A

Yes/Yes
Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
N/A
Yes/yes
N/A
N/A
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

Yes
(different
name 29)/Yes

(present/filled)
N/A
Yes (different
name 31)/Yes
N/A
N/A

Yes/No
(Unknown 33.
all)
Yes/No

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over France – AOI 3

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• Error in the field values when the complex XML schema has tags with multiple values (e.g.
administrative boundaries related to different administrative hierarchy levels), making the
values unusable.
• The presence of field with unexpected names, most probably due to WFS2.0 QGIS plugin
issue (complex XML schema parsing error), which require an additional thorough analysis
of the attribute table to identify the required fields.
• The partial lack of the date field, which prevent a proper understanding of the level of
update of the downloaded features.
• The lack of the building current use classification, impeding to properly group the
settlement features in categories.

25

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

26

WFS 2.0 QGIS plugin parsing issue? E.g. (2:,...)

27

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

28

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AdministrativeHierarchyLevel/

29

Field “text”

30

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

31

Field “LocalisedCharacterString”

32

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

33

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

34

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/
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The presence of local names for national levels may be useful to fine-tune the CEMS map
products.

The geometric accuracy (which is a minor CEMS requirement when using official NMCA datasets)
and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded features to Esri World
Imagery, is good and complete (see figures below). The location and content of the building point
features is indeed not clear (figure below, right).

Geometric completeness and accuracy (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded features over France – AOI 3

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common topological issues – i.e. Null
geometries, Multi parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect – didn’t highlighted any topological issue
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6.1.1. France - AOI 4 - Vernon
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
listed in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
11199

AOI fully
covered
No

Building

Building

INSPIRE 4.0

bu:core2d:building

Point

6

No

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
N/A

14
2267
403
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A

Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polyline

2875

Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

Polygon

739

Yes

Notes
Limited number of
features downloaded.
QGIS crash while
downloading.
Feature content not
clear

Feature type not
available in the
Country

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over France– AOI 4

ELS vector data downloaded over the France - AOI 4

While downloading the building feature type, two main issues were encountered:
• The number of building features in the area is greater than the WFS service feature limit.
As consequence, it was necessary to “split” the AOI in tiles, yet the reduction or change of
the AOI extent leads to the error “Not a validQGIS Layer”. The consequence related to this
27
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issue is that the buildings were downloaded only on a small portion of AOI and in the same
area could be incomplete.
Sometimes (depending on the AOI size) building are downloaded also as point features (not
overlapping to the polygon features and with a different numerosity) with a different data
model with respect to the polygon features.

As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Feature
Type

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrography

Building

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

12

Polygon

43

WaterCourse

Polygon

55

WaterCourse

Polyline

55

StandingWat
er

Polygon

37

WetLand

Polygon

N/A

Building

Polygon

44

Building

Point

44

Fields of interest
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unpopulated 35
(all)
Yes/Unpopulated 37
(all)
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unpopulated 40
(all)
Yes/Unpopulated 42
(all)
Yes/Unpopulated 44
(all)
N/A
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unpopulated 46
(all)
Yes/ Unpopulated 48
(all)

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes (with
errors, all 36)
Yes/Yes 38

N/A

Yes/Yes
Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
Yes (different
name 41)/only
one filled
Yes (different
name 43)/Yes
Yes (different
name 45)/Yes
(partially)
N/A
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

Yes
(different
name 39)/Yes

(present/filled)
Yes/No
Yes/No
No
N/A

Yes/ Yes 47
(partially)
Yes (different
name 49)/Yes 50

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over France – AOI 4

35

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

36

WFS 2.0 QGIS plugin parsing issue? E.g. (2:,...)

37

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

38

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AdministrativeHierarchyLevel/

39

Field “text”

40

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

41

Field “text”

42

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

43

Field “text”

44

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

45

Field “text”

46

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

47

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue

48

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue/

49

Field “text”

50

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue
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The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• The partial classification of the building current use.
• The partial lack of hydrography “Geographical Names” (different field name used “text”),
that can’t therefore be fully labelled on the maps.
• The lack of hydrography “Types”, which don’t allow a the hydrography features to be
properly symbolised.
• The total lack of the date field values, which prevent a proper understanding of the level of
update of the downloaded features.
• The complete presence of “Geographical Names” (different field name used “text”).
field in the administrative boundary.
The geometric accuracy and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the
downloaded features to Bing imagery, is rather good (see figures below). The completeness of
the building features can’t be evaluated due to the impossibility to download all the building
features on the whole area of interest. The location of the building point features is indeed not
clear. The hydrographic features are well connected and generating a logic drainage pattern
(figure below, right).

Geometric completeness and accuracy and drainage network (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded
features over France – AOI 4

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common issues – i.e. Null geometries, Multi
parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect - highlighted 6 overlapping buildings (small slices), which
anyway are not considered a major issue in the CEMS framework.
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6.1.2. Norway - AOI 5 - Lillestrom
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
listed in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
9999

AOI fully
covered
No

Building

Building

INSPIRE 4.0

bu:core2d:building

Point

384

No

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
N/A

14
472
136
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A

Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeBoundary

N/A

N/A

N/A

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

N/A

N/A

N/A

Notes
Max. number of
features reached.
Feature content not
clear

Feature type not
available in the
Country
“Not a valid QGIS layer
QGIS crash while
downloading

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over Norway – AOI 5

ELS vector data downloaded over Norway - AOI 5
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While downloading the building feature type, two main issues were encountered:
• The number of building features in the area is greater than the WFS service feature limit.
As consequence, the downloaded features are not covering the whole AOI and it is
necessary to “split” the AOI in smaller tiles with a trial and error approach. Unfortunately
in this specific case reducing the AOI leads to the error “Not a validQGIS Layer”, despite
using the very same settings (see figure below) with very small AOIs. This behaviour seems
to be random and related to the AOI size.

No error (larger extent)

Error (smaller extent)

WFS 2.0 Client QGIS plugin settings identical except for the Extent parameter: over the
whole area of interest (left ) and over a reduced one (right)

•

Sometimes (depending on the AOI size) buildings are downloaded also as point features
(not overlapping to the polygon features and with a different numerosity) with a different
data model with respect to the polygon features.

While downloading the Administrative Boundary feature type, the generic warning message “Not
a valid QGIS layer” was always shown, despite the feature limit was properly set lower than the
maximum value.
While downloading the Administrative Unit feature type, the QGIS application always crashed.
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As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrography

Building

Feature
Type

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Fields of interest

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

N/A

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
N/A

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Polygon

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Polygon

30

WaterCourse

Polyline

30

StandingWat
er
WetLand

Polygon

28

Polygon

N/A

Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
Yes/Unknown 51
(all)
Yes/Unknown 53
(all)
Yes/Unknown 55
(all)
N/A
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

WaterCourse

Building

Polygon

17

Building

Point

17

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes (with
errors)
Yes/Unknown 52
(all)
Yes/ Unknown 54
(all)
N/A
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unknown 56
(all)
Yes/Unknown 58
(all)

(present/filled)
No
No
No
N/A

Yes/Yes 57
Yes/Yes 59

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over Norway – AOI 5

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• The lack of hydrography “Geographical Names”, that can’t therefore be labelled on the
maps.
• The lack of hydrography “Types”, which doesn’t allow a the hydrography features to be
properly symbolised.
• The partial lack of the date field, which prevent a proper understanding of the level of
update of the downloaded features.
• The availability of a complete classification of the building current use, required to properly
group the settlement features in categories.
The geometric accuracy (which is a minor CEMS requirement when using official NMCA datasets)
and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded features to Bing
imagery, is rather good and complete (see figures below). The completeness of the building
51

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

52

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

53

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

54

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

55

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

56

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

57

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue

58

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

59

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue
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features can’t be properly evaluated due to the impossibility to download all the building features
on the whole area of interest. The location and content of the building point features are indeed
not clear (figure below, right).

Geometric completeness and accuracy (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded features over Norway – AOI 5

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common topological issues – i.e. Null
geometries, Multi parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect - highlighted only the presence of 26
overlapping buildings (small slices), which anyway are not considered a major issue in the CEMS
framework.
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6.1.3. Norway - AOI 6 - Arendal
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
listed in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
653

AOI fully
covered
No

Building

Building

INSPIRE 4.0

bu:core2d:building

Point

4247

Yes

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
N/A

252
8547
7858
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A

Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polyline

7178

Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

N/A

N/A

N/A

Notes
Limited number of
features downloaded.
QGIS crash while
downloading.
Feature content not
clear

Feature type not
available in the
Country
QGIS crash while
downloading

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over Norway – AOI 6

ELS vector data downloaded over the Norway - AOI 6
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While downloading the building feature type, two main issues were encountered:
• The number of building features in the area is greater than the WFS service feature limit.
As consequence, the downloaded features are not covering the whole AOI and it is
necessary to “split” the AOI in smaller tiles with a trial and error approach. Unfortunately
in this specific case reducing the AOI leads to the error “Not a validQGIS Layer”. This
behaviour seems to be random and related to the AOI size.
• The building are downloaded also as point features (not overlapping to the polygon
features and with a different numerosity) with a different data model with respect to the
polygon features.
While downloading the Administrative Unit feature type, the QGIS application always crashed.
As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrography

Building

Feature
Type

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Fields of interest

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

11

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

N/A

Polygon

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Polygon

30

WaterCourse

Polyline

30

StandingWat
er
WetLand

Polygon

28

Polygon

N/A

Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
Yes/Unknown 60
(all)
Yes/Unknown 61
(all)
Yes/Unknown 63
(all)
N/A
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

WaterCourse

Building

Polygon

17

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes (with
errors)
Yes/ Yes (with
errors)
Yes/Unknown 62
(all)
N/A
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Unknown
(all)

Building

Point

17

Yes/Unknown
(all)

Yes/Yes 65

(present/filled)
No
No
No
N/A

Yes/Yes 64

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over Norway – AOI 6

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• The complete classification of the building current use.
60

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

61

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

62

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

63

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/VoidReasonValue

64

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue

65

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CurrentUseValue
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The lack of hydrography “Geographical Names”, that can’t therefore be labelled on the
maps.
The lack of hydrography “Types”, which don’t allow a the hydrography features to be
properly symbolised.
The partial lack of the date field, which prevent a proper understanding of the level of
update of the downloaded features
The lack of “Geographical Names” field in the administrative boundary.

The geometric accuracy and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded
features to Bing imagery, is rather good and complete (see figures below). The completeness of the
building features can’t be evaluated due to the impossibility to download all the building features
on the whole area of interest. The location of the building point features is indeed not clear.
The hydrographic features are well connected and generating a logic drainage pattern (figure
below, right).

Geometric completeness and accuracy and drainage network (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded
features over Norway – AOI 6

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common issues – i.e. Null geometries, Multi
parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect - highlighted only 2 overlapping polygonal watercourse and
1 overlapping buildings (small slices), which anyway are not considered a major issue in the CEMS
framework.
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6.1.4. Sweden - AOI 7 – Ruda
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
detailed in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand
Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
9999

AOI fully
covered
N/A

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland
au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

17
279
115
961
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

Polyline

1

Yes

Notes
Service not available,
despite listed in the
release notes

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over Sweden – AOI 7

ELS vector data downloaded over Sweden - AOI 7
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While trying to download the building feature type, the “Not a validQGIS Layer” is always shown.
It seems this theme is not available in Sweden, despite present in the WMS map and listed in the
release notes (but not in the update capabilities URL).
As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Admin.
Boundary

Hydrogra
phy

Building

Feature
Type

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Fields of interest

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

11

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Polygon

32

N/A

Yes/Yes 68

Yes/Yes 69

Polygon

18

Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
No

localType

WaterCourse

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

WaterCourse

Polyline

18

Yes/Yes

No

StandingWater

Polygon

16

Yes/Yes

No

WetLand

Polygon

7

Yes/Yes

No

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
N/A

CurrentUse
(present/filled)

Building

Polygon

N/A

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes 66

Yes/Yes 67

N/A
Yes
(different
name 70)/Yes

(present/filled)
Yes (Different
name 71)/ Yes
Yes (Different
name 72)/ Yes
Yes (Different
name 73)/ Yes
Yes (Different
name 74)/ Yes

N/A

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over Sweden – AOI 7

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• The lack of hydrography “Geographical Names”, that can’t therefore be labelled on the
maps.
• The lack of hydrography “Types” (no “localType” field is present), despite this is information
is possibly stored in the “LocalisedCharacterString” field.
• The proper availability of National level and names (despite in a field with a different name)
for the administrative boundaries theme.
• The presence of fields with unexpected names, most probably due to WFS2.0 QGIS plugin
issue (complex XML schema parsing error), which require an additional thorough analysis
of the attribute table to identify the required fields.

66

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CountryCode/

67

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AdministrativeHierarchyLevel/

68

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/CountryCode/

69

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AdministrativeHierarchyLevel/

70

Field “text”

71

Field “LocalisedCharacterString”

72

Field “LocalisedCharacterString”

73

Field “LocalisedCharacterString”

74

Field “LocalisedCharacterString”
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The geometric accuracy (which is a minor CEMS requirement when using official NMCA datasets)
and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded features to Bing
imagery, is rather good and complete (see figures below). It has to be remarked the importance of
the availability of features that can’t be easily photo-interpreted, e.g. the wetland areas (figure
below, right).

Geometric completeness and accuracy (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded features over Sweden – AOI 7

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common topological issues – i.e. Null
geometries, Multi parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect - highlighted only the presence of very
few errors (statistically not relevant).
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6.1.5. Sweden - AOI 8 - Virsbo
The details on the ELS themes that have been accessed and downloaded for this specific AOI are
shown in the next table and shown in the next figure.
Theme

Feature Type

Building

Building

Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Hydrography
Administrati
ve Boundary
Administrati
ve Boundary

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand
Administrative
Boundary
Administrative
Unit

ELS WFS
Service
INSPIRE 4.0

Feature Type Name
bu:core2d:building

Geometry
type
Polygon

No. of
features
N/A

AOI fully
covered
N/A

INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0
INSPIRE 4.0

hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:Watercourse
hy-p:StandingWater
hy-p:Wetland
au:AdministrativeBoundary

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon

63
2127
265
2662
10

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

INSPIRE 4.0

au:AdministrativeUnit

Polyline

8

Yes

Notes
Service not available,
despite listed in the
release notes

Feature types and details accessed through the ELS services over Sweden – AOI 8

ELS vector data downloaded over the Sweden – AOI 8
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While trying to download the building feature type, the “Not a validQGIS Layer” is always shown.
It seems this theme is not available in Sweden, despite present in the WMS map and listed in the
release notes (but not in the update capabilities URL).
As far as the thematic information is concerned, the main statistics are shown in the table below.
Theme

Feature
Type

Geometry
Type

No.
Fields

Fields of interest

Admin.
Boundary
Admin.
Unit

Polyline

11

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes

Polygon

32

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes 76

WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand

Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
Polygon

18
18
16
7

Geographical
Name
(present/filled)
No
No
No
No
CurrentUse
(present/filled)

localType

Hydrogra
phy

Building

Building

Polygon

N/A

BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
Yes/Yes
BeginLifespan
Version
(present/filled)
N/A

Admin.
Boundary

Country
(present/filled)

NationalLevel
(present/filled)

Name
(present/filled)

Yes/Yes

Yes/ Yes 75

N/A
Yes (Different
name 77)/ Yes

(present/filled)
No
No
No
No

N/A

Details on the thematic content of the themes accessed through the ELS services over Sweden – AOI 8

The main outcomes related to the thematic information accuracy and completeness analysis are:
• The lack of hydrography “Geographical Names”, that can’t therefore be labelled on the
maps.
• The lack of hydrography “Types” (no “localType field is present).
• The proper availability of National level and names (with a different name “text”) for the
administrative boundaries theme.
The geometric accuracy and completeness, qualitatively evaluated by overlapping the downloaded
features to Bing imagery, is rather good (see figures below). The hydrographic features are well
connected and generating a logic drainage pattern (figure below, right).

75

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AdministrativeHierarchyLevel/

76

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AdministrativeHierarchyLevel/

77

Field “text”
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Geometric completeness and accuracy (qualitative evaluation) of downloaded features over Sweden – AOI 1

Lastly, the results of a topological check focused on common topolygical issues – i.e Null
geometries, Multi parts, (self) Overlap and (self) Intersect - highlighted only 2 overlapping
watercourse line feature and 2 overlapping standing water area features, which anyway are not
considered a major issue in the CEMS framework.
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6.1. Main Outcomes and Recommendations II
It has to be highlighted that the performances of the ELS service are indeed meeting the CEMS
requirements, requiring no more than few minutes to download up to 10,000 features, regardless
of the area and the theme selected.
Nevertheless, during the NMCA data access tests based on the ELS download services, some issues
(including those already known and described in the Release Notes) affected their usability.
The warning message returned when retrieving too many features in QGIS (and also related to the
feature limit set on the server side) is too generic (“Not a valid QGIS Layer”, returned also when the
service is not covering the requested extent) and the proposed “trial and error” approach (limit the
area extent and number of features, using a tiling approach) leads to uncertainty on the actual
coverage of the whole area of interest as well as to topological issues (i.e. duplicated features) as
well as to random errors
Additionally, the information on the maximum number of features is available only from the
updated capabilities URL (in square brackets 78) and is country dependent (being the download
service a cascading WFS service), leading to the need to fine tune the download setting depending
on the AOI.
As far as the thematic content is concerned, the two main issues are:
• Incorrect value in the fields of the attribute table related to the tags of the underlying
complex XML schema with multiple values (e.g. administrative boundaries related to
different administrative hierarchy levels (see example in the figure below).

Example of misalignment between original XML complex schema and attribute table (QGIS WFS2.0
Plugin) when multiples values are assigned to the same tag/field

•

78

The presence of fields with unexpected names (with respect to the underlying Inspire 4.0
compliant data model, see example in the figure below), which require an additional
thorough analysis of the attribute table to identify the required fields.

The “Feature limit” parameter in the WFS 2.0 plugin should be set to “max. no. of features – 1.”
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Example of misalignment between original XML complex schema (“Complex GML info” QGIS plugin)
and the attribute table (generated by the “WFS 2.0 QGIS Client” Plugin) related to a specific
administrative unit feature in France

The aforementioned issue is most probably due to an error of the “WFS 2.0 Client “QGIS plugin
while parsing complex XML schemas and it causes heterogeneity issues, mainly among different
countries, related to the attribute tables structures, as it is highlighted by the different number of
fields for the various fields (which is not the only difference) in the summary table below. This issue
should be further investigated and properly addressed.
Feature
Type
Admin. Boundary
Admin. Unit
WaterCourse
WaterCourse
StandingWater
WetLand
Building
Building

Geometry
Type
Polyline
Polygon
Polygon
Polyline
Polygon
Polygon
Polygon
Point

Czech Rep.
AOI 1
AOI 2
14
14
30
30
27
27
27
27
28
28
N/A
N/A
76
76
76
76

Number
of Fields

France
AOI 3
AOI 4
12
12
168
43
N/A
55
39
55
N/A
37
N/A
N/A
43
44
43
44

Norway
AOI 5
AOI 6
N/A
11
N/A
N/A
30
30
30
30
28
28
N/A
N/A
17
17
17
17

Sweden
AOI 7
AOI 8
11
11
32
32
18
18
18
18
16
16
7
7
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Number of fields mapped for each theme vs Country/AOI

The following recommendations are therefore suggested:
• [R4] From the client perspective, it would be useful to have the same feature limit for each
country.
• [R5] It would be indeed beneficial, if existing WFS client solutions are not fitting the ELS
user requirements, to develop an ad-hoc ELS access plug-in providing more detailed
warning messages (e.g. too many features) and including an operational WFS 2.0 based
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workflow ensuring that all the features over a selected areas are properly and completely
downloaded.
[R6] Otherwise, if existing WFS client solutions are fitting the ELS user requirements, a
detailed and update step-by-step User Guide should be provided for each suggested GIS
Desktop Client, to ensure a proper and streamlined access the ELS download services.
[R7] The schema repository should be kept updated and most probably ingested during
the WFS 2.0 access to correctly parse the complex XML schemas (also to address the data
model heterogeneity issue for the same themes in different countries).
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7. COMPARISON OF THE CURRENT CEMS RM SET-UP
VERSUS AND ELS BASED SET-UP
This section is focused on a qualitative comparison of the current CEMS Rapid Mapping production
set-up versus an ELS-based set-up, assessing the impact on the production workflow.
As detailed in the ELF Project Delivery 79, the CEMS Rapid Mapping general workflow is composed
by the following main processing steps:
1. Preliminary imagery-related activities: the first step to be performed is the acquisition
(through ad-hoc mechanisms) of pre and post event satellite imagery suitable to perform the
requested analysis.
2. Imagery pre-processing: after satellite data reception, download and preliminary quality
evaluation the pre-processing steps needed in order to provide quality checked and verified
ortho-image products.
3. ETL procedures (Extraction, Transformation, Loading) procedures: the collection and ingestion
of accessible reference cartographic dataset required for both reference mapping and postevent analyses.
4. Pre-event layer generation: reference data are integrated and edited (generally based on
Computer Aided Photo Interpretation, CAPI).
5. Post-event information extraction: by means of semi-automated or manual analyses of the
post-event imagery.
6. Data filtering (generalization): generalization process (if required), in order to fit the output
map scale.
7. Added value information extraction: summary statistics on the area of interest can be
provided for both pre-event (exposure) and post-event (consequence) maps.
The tests carried out highlighted that the main impact of the ELS download services are:
• streamlined workflow, especially simplifying the step 3 (ETL procedures) given the use of
an INSPIRE compliant data model (documented and known in advance) and the availability
of a unique entry point (and credentials);
• reduction of time (potential elimination, especially considering the good performance of
the ELS download services) required for step 4 (Pre-event layer generation), in case
relevant NMCA datasets are up-to-date, complete and at a suitable map scale;
• possible higher thematic accuracy of the information extracted at step 7 (added value
information extraction).
Of course, as already highlighted during the ELS project, “the actual significance of the benefits of
the ELF services on specific emergency mapping activities heavily depends on the completeness (as
well as on their level of detail and update) of NMCA datasets/themes available as ELF download
services. This remark applies also to the thematic content, i.e. the correct and complete population
of the relevant feature attributes” (including some of the voidable ones).
Furthermore, the technical workflow to properly access the ELS download services in a GIS desktop
client shall be tested and consolidated before the possible integration in an operational Copernicus
Service, considering the issues encountered during the tests.
79

D 7.1: Emergency Mapping – Comparison protocol and exercise
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Use case: Copernicus Emergency Management Service (CEMS) Rapid Mapping Service
Summary of Use Case

Pan-European datasets by National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies could be useful for the Copernicus Land
Monitoring and Emergency Managements services. Accessing harmonised web-services for “Cross Border Emergency
Response” cases with the possibility to download these data if needed could lead to an easier and faster handling
during map production. The pan-European datasets are used alongside data from other sources e.g. Copernicus
programme.
The pan-European data needs to be licensed for the use by the European Commission to support emergency response.
The data must be harmonised (same specification and aligned on borders) and current – with the ability to customise
the styling. Key themes of interest include assets at risk, hydrographic network, and land cover/use and transportation
network.

Description

In a scenario for a “Cross Border Emergency Response” use case (e.g. Copernicus EMS), a rapid mapping is required
in the situation of an emergency. Cross-border data sets are required because an area that includes more than one
country needs to be covered. Data sets of the area are needed with high detail, and the highest accuracy available.
Three types of maps are required for an emergency response:


A reference map which quickly provides knowledge on the territory and assets using data acquired prior to the
disaster. The content includes selected topographic features of the area affected by the disaster. Particularly
exposed assets as well as any other available information that may assist users in their specific crisis
management tasks are required. A reference map is normally based on a pre-event image captured as close as
possible to the time of the disaster event. In Europe, reference maps may be generated from Very High
Resolution (VHR) ortho-imagery and spatial data sets.



In addition to the reference maps, delineation maps and grading maps provide an assessments of the impact or
magnitude of damages caused by an event, and both derived from both pre- and post-event satellite images.

1
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The high-level requirements for rapid mapping are: 1) full open and free access; 2) full EU28 coverage (extended
coverage: EEA39); 3) harmonised specifications; 4) fit for spatial analysis; and 5) timely delivery.
Data themes requirements are (high-level):


Ortho-imagery for geo-referencing and/or background



Topographic features (alternatively through access to topographic maps):
o Hydrographic network
o Land cover/use
o Transport networks
o Buildings
o Administrative units
o Hydrographic network (water bodies)
o Land cover/use
o Transport networks



DEM



Agricultural parcel information



National/regional forest inventories



National/regional grassland inventories, National/regional wetlands database



Conservation and protected areas



Soil data



Geomorphological data

2
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In principle, corresponding INSPIRE datasets from the National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies could contribute to a
reference. European Location Services compiles pan-European, cross-border datasets that could be useful for CORDA
users within the European Environment Agency (EEA).
The European Environment Agency (EEA) evaluated the inclusion of European Location Services into CORDA and the
suitability of the datasets for the Copernicus Land Monitoring and Emergency Managements services.
The evaluation aimed to clarify the applicability of ELS in relation to Copernicus services’ requirements for access to
geospatial reference data, both in the short and long-term; on what conditions data can be made available to
Copernicus/CORDA; and to which extent ELF/ELS could be made available to Copernicus via CORDA.
The evaluation report highlighted issue for improvement, in particular improving harmonisation and the accessibility of
the data. The feedback of the evaluation supported the design and development of the Open ELS user interface. And
the feedback was also used when working on the prototype for a revised architecture to make amendments based on
the feedback received.
Objectives

Copernicus Services would like the access to be organised via harmonised high-performant web services with the
possibility to download these geospatial reference data if needed for their easier handling during map production.

Who is the user

Users are entities and organisations at regional, national, European and international level active in the field of crisis
management within the EU Member States, the Participating States in the European Civil Protection Mechanism, the
Commission's Directorates-General (DGs) and EU Agencies, the European External Action Service (EEAS), as well as
international Humanitarian Aid organisations.
The key users are:


Authorised Users - include National Focal Points (NFPs) in EU Member States and in most countries
participating in the European Civil Protection Mechanism as well as EC Services (DGs) and the Situation Room
of the EEAS.



Associated Users, who must coordinate with and go through the Authorised Users in order to trigger the service.
Associated Users include local, regional and other public entities; International Governmental Organisations
(e.g. UN agencies, World Bank), and National & International Non-Governmental Organisations; entities and
institutions within the EEAS sphere such as EU Delegations, the INTCEN, the EU Satellite Centre.
3
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Who else is involved

National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies are involved data providers, EuroGeographics AISBL acts as a coordinator of
pan-European datasets on behalf of its members.

Interfaces

The interface during the evaluation were the available ELS download evaluation services.
The Open ELS project developed a new user interface: https://www.euro-geo-opendata.eu/.

Benefits

Benefits of including harmonised pan-European datasets for EEA are:

Identified risks



Accessing harmonised, cross-border web-services,



Single dataset source with a license in place clarifying the use and re-use of the ELS services (and, if data are
not open, corresponding fees),



Accelerating the speed and reducing the efforts (in terms of time, resources, costs) for a rapid map production,



Faster response times.

The following risks are identified:


Availability of all required INSPIRE datasets from the National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies, high efforts
required to make the make the data as cross-border harmonised data available,



Availability of a license,



Availability of the services due to defined specifications and service levels.
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Use case: Land Registers Interconnect, DG Justice
Summary of Use Case

This use case investigates the inclusion of a mapping component to the Land Registers Interconnect portal, improving
the user experience for notaries accessing information from across Europe in one portal.
The Land Registers Interconnect (LRI) portal is being developed by the European Commission (DG Justice). The portal
allows a central places for users to search for and access national land registers of each country. The national registers
are connected via service-based data exchange.
This is not a dissimilar concept to OpenELS, but for land registration rather than geospatial data. It has the potential to
provide similar benefits for users navigating access to official data in multiple countries.
Many national websites and portals to access land registration information use a map interface (for example, in Ireland:
https://www.landdirect.ie/). This serves multiple purposes, for example –
•

Enabling spatial (location based) search

•

Verification of text based search results through display of cadastral parcels on a map

•

Allow users to view/ print cadastral map data for areas of interest

•

Discover contextual geographical data related to a cadastral parcel (for example, municipality boundaries)

The concept of including a map interface to the LRI portal was explored for this use case. It was identified at early
stages of concept as a user focussed requirement, however it has not been further developed in the initial beta release.
Recent work for LRI has focussed on the connection of member states to the portal development. During the OpenELS
project timeline, Austria and Estonia were connected.
The OpenELS team were keen to work to develop the concept of use of Cadastral Index Map within the LRI portal.
Support was provided into discussions and meetings of the LRI project and stakeholders. Examples of national portals
and prototype versions of OpenELS services were used in discussions and clarification of requirements, however the
1
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project was not mature enough to actualise this into a technical development. In particular, there was also a coverage
mismatch between the two projects (with Austria and Estonia not within Cadastral Index Map coverage).
The value of bringing together the results from OpenELS and LRI in future remain a significant opportunity to add value
to end users and the development and understanding in this case study is a foundation to build on in any future work.
Objectives

Enable a map based interface within the LRI portal

Who is the user

Notaries and legal professionals who want to access land and property data from other countries.

Who else is involved

DG Justice LRI team, land registration authorities contribution connections to LRI, wider stakeholder group
(associations related to legal and notary professions for example).
Access to the OpenELS service would be through the LRI portal.
The service would be built into the application for use by LRI end users.
OpenELS would offer-

Interfaces
Benefits

Identified risks

•

Ability to include a map based interface with official data, to support end users in understanding and interpreting
land register data

•

Simplified access point - LRI portal could connect to one map service for the data rather than multiple

•

Accessing harmonised, cross-border web-services (the same data model in multiple countries would ease
development issues)

•

Single dataset source with a license in place clarifying the use and re-use would lower costs of including this
element into LRI

The following risks are identified:
•

LRI portal is not ready to develop this component and it’s not clear if it’s on the roadmap for longer term
development

•

The LRI portal is still to be assessed against real usage (still in beta) as a concept

•

Coverage mismatches not enabling the same countries’ cadastral and land registration data to be available at
the same time

•

Availability of the services due to defined specifications and service levels.
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Use case: WestCor Global – Insurance products for real estate transactions
Summary of Use Case

The WestCor Global use case demonstrates interest from SMEs for access to official data on land and property to
service a substantial component of the European economy.
WestCor Global seek to use this data to build their own solutions for a range of users in this field, in both b2b and b2c
models. It has been clear in discussion with WestCor Global that they are seeking opportunities to work with
EuroGeographics to enable access to data, as they see the added value benefits in comparison to the complexities
access data directly (described further below).

Description

WestCor Global would like to develop overlapping product innovations with the land and property domain in Europe.
These are innovative insurance products for residential and commercial real estate transactions:


Cross-Border Property Rights Insurance for buyers purchasing property in foreign countries



Portfolio due diligence and insurance services for large property portfolio investors



Digital property reports with optional title insurance



Value added “data as a Product” sold through interactive web-site offering global property data

There are clear business needs. While property purchase and conveyance around the world is getting riskier, real
estate markets are still at attractive valuations so demand and risk are both increasing. For example:
•

More home buyers and investors are engaging in cross border transactions (Spain, Italy, Portugal and Greece, etc.)

•

Brexit has created uncertainty of domicile and property ownership rights

•

Increasing danger from event driven political risk

•

Eastern Europe still struggling with redemption risk
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In order to develop these products and services, WestCor need access to land and property data from official sources.
Access to cadastral boundaries, or cadastral index map, would enable WestCor in their first steps to develop innovative
solutions for the market by using this data in combination with other sources.
Open ELS product team have engaged with WestCor during the Open ELS project to further understand the use case to
support development of services. Due to the maturity of the WestCor solutions (currently conceptual and being scoped)
it was not possible to develop a demonstration working in WestCor systems, however a demonstration video was
created to aid discussions and is reflective of the conversations on how Open ELS services could integrate into a
solution.
Objectives

Provide innovative insurance product solutions for the European market, based on official sources of data.

Who is the user

WestCor Global are an SME and would add value to the Open ELS services to supply their end users – noted as above,
for example, property buyers with cross border transactions; property portfolio investors.

Who else is involved

WestCor would need to receive additional data from land registration agencies and additional sources (such as
environmental risk data) to achieve the solutions described.

Interfaces

The SME could use the user interface to gain access to services: https://www.euro-geo-opendata.eu/.
The services would be used in the development of a new interface by WestCor, for end user access.
During exploration on the use case opportunity, a video demonstration was supplied to WestCor to illustrate how Open
ELS services could be integrated into an interface that was operated and branded for their end users.

Benefits

OpenELS would offer•

Simplified access point – WestCor have found it problematic to access cadastral parcels in Europe currently and
would prefer not to negotiate access themselves for this in multiple countries.

•

Accessing harmonised, cross-border web-services (the same data model in multiple countries)

•

Single dataset source with a license in place clarifying the use and re-use

•

Accelerating the speed and reducing the efforts (in terms of time, resources, costs) to bring solutions to the
market
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Identified risks

The following risks are identified:
•

Ease of technical use of the services by WestCor technical team to integrate into their own applications – this
was not possible to be evaluated.

•

Ability to provide the coverage required by WestCor in a timely way.

•

Unlikely that the full coverage required can be provided under an open licence due to differing ability to provide
data under these terms by EuroGeographics members.

•

Availability of the services due to defined specifications and service levels.

The information in this use case is as supplied and adapted from WestCor Global.
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